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Abstract

It is increasingly common for computer users to

have access to several computers on a network� and

hence to be able to execute many of their tasks on any

of several computers� The choice of which comput�

ers execute which tasks is commonly determined by

users based on a knowledge of computer speeds for

each task and the current load on each computer� A

number of task scheduling systems have been devel�

oped that balance the load of the computers on the net�

work� but such systems tend to minimize the idle time

of the computers rather than minimize the idle time

of the users� This paper focuses on the bene�ts that

can be achieved when the scheduling system considers

both the computer availabilities and the performance of

each task on each computer� The SmartNet resource

scheduling system is described and compared to two

di�erent resource allocation strategies� load balancing

and user directed assignment� Results are presented

where the operation of hundreds of di�erent networks

of computers running thousands of di�erent mixes of

tasks are simulated in a batch environment� These

results indicate that� for the computer environments
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simulated� SmartNet outperforms both load balancing

and user directed assignments� based on the maximum

time users must wait for their tasks to �nish�

� Introduction
��� Overview

The computational resources available to an indi�
vidual user may range from a personal computer to
workstations to a variety of high�performance comput�
ers� all connected through combinations of local and
wide area networks� In this distributed computing en�
vironment� the jobs of a single user are often a�ected
by the jobs of other users� computer unavailability�
and network congestion� It is not unusual for a user�s
jobs to be signi�cantly delayed because of other jobs
saturating network routes or sharing computational
resources� Although in some cases this may be un�
avoidable� in many cases a user�s jobs can be executed
on alternate computers on the network� A resource
manager with a global perspective of the network re�
sources might be able to get the user�s jobs completed
in less time by executing these jobs on such alternate
computers�
SmartNet is a resource scheduling system for dis�

tributed computing environments� It allows users to
execute jobs on complex networks of di�erent com�
puters as if they were a single machine� or metacom�
puter� A user need not be concerned with the activi�



ties of other users� nor even whether various machines
in the metacomputer are temporarily unavailable� To
allow users to continue with interfaces with which they
are familiar� SmartNet can also function as a schedul�
ing advisor to existing resource management tools ���	�

SmartNet schedules and can manage the execution
of each user�s jobs in coordination with the other jobs
in the metacomputer in a attempt to maximize the
performance of the metacomputer for all users� From
this global perspective� the emphasis is not on maxi�
mizing the e
cient use of the machines in the meta�
computer� but rather on maximizing the e
ciency of
the users of the metacomputer� The SmartNet per�
formance metrics are based on how well the users are
served� rather than on how well each machine is used�

Section � describes the current capabilities of the
SmartNet system� This includes the ability to obey
data dependencies between jobs� to account for the ef�
fect of di�erent inputs on job execution times� and to
use a variety of scheduling algorithms� In Section ��
the performance of a metacomputer from a global per�
spective is measured by the maximumamount of time
any user must wait for jobs to �nish� Using this met�
ric and some basic assumptions regarding the use of a
metacomputer �speci�ed in Section �� it is shown that
for a network of heterogeneous machines� a scheduling
system that considers both the machine availabilities
and the a
nity of jobs to machines signi�cantly out�
performs a scheduling system that attempts to balance
the load across machines in the network� and also out�
performs a system where users select the fastest ma�
chine to execute each of their jobs� Section � describes
the future direction of SmartNet development�

��� Implementing Superconcurrency

The term superconcurrency ���� ��� ��	 has been
used to describe a technique for selecting the opti�
mal suite of machines in a metacomputer to execute
a given set of jobs ���	� To fully exploit the capabili�
ties of a metacomputer� a single job must be decom�
posed into tasks� such that each task has relatively ho�
mogeneous computational requirements� These com�
putational requirements are de�ned by the di�erent
machine architectures available in the metacomputer�
This decomposition allows full exploitation of the fact
that di�erent tasks execute at di�erent speeds on the
di�erent machines in the metacomputer�

Job decomposition can occur at several levels� In
many cases� large projects are decomposed by devel�
opers into programs that can be executed separately
by a computer operating system� Often each program
is written to take advantage of the special computa�
tional abilities of a given computer architecture� Such

programs can share data by reading and writing �les�
In what follows� an executable program will be called
a task� and a project consisting of one or more tasks
with data dependencies will be called a job� This pa�
per focuses on the bene�ts that can be achieved when
the full heterogeneity among the tasks in the the jobs
and among the machines in the metacomputer is con�
sidered when scheduling the execution of the jobs on
the metacomputer�

For some tasks� a �ner level of decomposition may
be bene�cial� In this case a task may be decomposed
into subtasks� each with homogeneous computational
requirements ���	� Considerable e�ort has been ap�
plied to perform this decomposition automatically� but
many open problems remain ���	� Several language
extensions for parallel computation have been devel�
oped that allow this decomposition to be done by pro�
grammers� Systems that use such language features
include AHS ��	� HeNCE�PVM ��� ��	� Legion ���	�
Mentat ���	� and P� ��	� These systems allow pro�
grammers to decompose tasks into subtasks to fully
utilize the heterogeneous processing capabilities of a
metacomputer� Although this paper concentrates on
scheduling tasks on a metacomputer� scheduling sub�
tasks on a metacomputer involves many of the same
issues�

��� Task Scheduling on a Metacomputer
with Multiple Users

How tasks are assigned to the machines of a meta�
computer is an important factor that a�ects the per�
formance of the metacomputer� The assignment of
a task to a machine on which it executes slowly can
signi�cantly reduce overall performance� Likewise� re�
source contention must be considered when scheduling
tasks on a metacomputer with multiple users� For ex�
ample� an optimal assignment of tasks to idle machines
can easily become suboptimal if one of the machines is
suddenly loaded with a task from another user� There
are several important issues that a scheduler for a net�
work of heterogeneous machines with multiple users
should consider�

Heterogeneity� A number of systems have been de�
veloped for managing the execution of tasks on
a network of machines� Examples include Con�
dor ��	� OSF DCE ���	� and PBS ���	� Such sys�
tems schedule tasks in order to evenly balance the
load on the machines in the metacomputer ���	�
Many of these load balancing schemes are mod�
i�ed in an attempt to account for di�erences in
the capabilities between machines� One common
method is to adjust the load on a machine based
on its speed on a single task relative to the other



machines� However� this does not account for
the di�erent a
nities between tasks and machines
that occur as a result of heterogeneity ���	�

Figure � shows a simple example where the sched�
ule that minimizes the completion time of all the
tasks of a given set of jobs �the schedule length
��	 distributes the load unevenly among three
machines� actually leaving one of the machines
in the metacomputer idle� Speci�cally� execut�
ing any task on machine � will cause the schedule
length to be at least � time units� whereas if ma�
chine � is left idle a schedule length of � is pos�
sible� This shows the importance of considering
task and machine a
nities in scheduling tasks on
a metacomputer�

The importance of considering heterogeneity is
further demonstrated in table �a of Figure �
where machine � is four times as fast as machine �
on every task� but the speed of machine � rela�
tive to machine � varies depending on the task it
is executing� This is an appropriate model if� for
example� machine � is a vector machine and some
of the tasks are not vectorizable� Tasks that are
vectorizable would tend to execute more quickly
on the vector machine�

Figure � also shows that the optimal schedule
does not assign task A to its best machine �ma�
chine � but rather to its second best machine
�machine �� If the user of task A assigns this task
to machine �� its best machine� then the other
tasks will not �nish until at least time �� This il�
lustrates that simply allowing users to assign their
tasks to the machines that execute them fastest
may not provide all users with the best perfor�
mance of the metacomputer� A scheduler that
considers all the tasks of the metacomputer may
improve its performance for most users�

Task Execution Times� To exploit the heterogene�
ity among the tasks in the jobs and among the
machines in a metacomputer� it is bene�cial to
estimate the execution time of each task on each
machine� Such estimates can usually be made
empirically� although some deterministic models
have been developed ��� ��	� Section � presents
simulation results showing that variations in the
estimate of task execution times has a secondary
e�ect on scheduler performance compared to the
appropriate consideration of heterogeneity�

Of course� di�erent input data can dramatically
a�ect the execution times of many tasks� and this

e�ect can vary depending on the machine execut�
ing the task� It is assumed the e�ect of input
data on the execution time of a task on a given
machine is deterministic� For example� the ex�
ecution time of a Monte Carlo simulation task
on a single processor machine might tend to be
linearly related to the number of iterations speci�
�ed in its input data� A scheduler can bene�t by
having access to both the characteristics of the
input data that a�ect a task�s execution time and
an equation for how the task execution time can
be estimated from these characteristics when ex�
ecuted on a given machine�

Network Usage� To fully exploit the capabilities of
a metacomputer� it is not only bene�cial to esti�
mate the execution times of the tasks� but also to
estimate the network tra
c that occurs as tasks
communicate� If the tasks of one user are heavily
loading a network route between two machines�
it may be bene�cial to schedule other tasks on
machines where a di�erent network route can be
used�

Sections � and � describe SmartNet�s current and fu�
ture approaches� respectively� to address these issues�

��� Relationships with Other Work

The importance of scheduling for the e
cient use of
distributed systems is well known� e�g�� ���	� However�
much of this research has been directed at schedul�
ing the tasks of a single job on a network of proces�
sors� where there are no con�icting jobs or where the
resource requirements of other jobs are unknown to
the scheduler� In contrast� the SmartNet scheduler
was designed to address multiple users competing for
the resources of a metacomputer� and is most e�ec�
tive when the resource usage requirements of the jobs
of each user can be estimated�

The importance of scheduling to achieve acceptable
performance from a metacomputer with multiple users
is also a major theme of the AppLeS ��	 system� In this
system� each task �called an application in AppLeS
would have its own AppLeS agent to select the meta�
computer resources that will best meet that task�s per�
formance criteria� Because each agent schedules to
maximize the performance of its associated task� the
schedule that results would di�er from the SmartNet
schedule� As illustrated in Figure �� SmartNet would
attempt to minimize the longest execution time over
all users� The emphasis in AppLeS is for each agent
to optimize its own performance criteria rather than
to cooperate with other agents to minimize a perfor�
mance criteria shared by all the metacomputer users�
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Figure �� An example where neither load balancing nor user directed assignments are the best scheduling strategies
for a metacomputer� Table �a gives the execution times of each task of a set of jobs on each machine� A Gantt
chart of the schedule that minimizes the schedule length is shown in �b�

� Current Implementation
��� Overview

The �rst version of SmartNet was operational in
early ����� and work has continued since then to in�
crease its capabilities� The current version has proven
to be useful in improving the performance of networks
of heterogeneous machines� as will be shown in Sec�
tion �� Experience with this version has directed fu�
ture e�orts to enhance the system� and these will be
described in Section ��

Because batch systems such as Condor ��	� OSF
DCE ���	� and PBS ���	 perform many of the opera�
tions to manage the execution of scheduled tasks� this
section will concentrate on the SmartNet scheduling
capabilities not found in these systems� In fact� the
SmartNet scheduling algorithms have been added to
local versions of Condor ���	 and Cray Research Inc��s
NQE�

��� How a Metacomputer and Tasks are
Modeled in SmartNet

As described in Section ���� this paper will focus on
scheduling executable tasks on a network of heteroge�
neous machines� The current version of Smartnet uses
a directed acyclic graph �DAG� to specify data
dependencies among the tasks of a job� and all the
tasks of a single job communicate this data through
�les on a �le server shared by all the tasks of the job�
Di�erent jobs may have di�erent �le servers� Commu�
nication among tasks can occur at the start or �nish
of a task� It is also assumed that tasks use a constant
percentage of the processing and memory resources of
the machine to which they are assigned� and that the
executable program for each task is locally available
to each machine which may execute the task�

It is assumed that the execution time of each task

on each machine can be reasonably estimated� Task
execution times are generally a function of a small
number of input parameters� and better schedules re�
sult if both the values of these parameters and the
appropriate time complexity function is available at
the time the task is scheduled� For example� it may
be possible to estimate the execution time of a task
that contains a doubly nested loop by computing�

execution time � �nm�

where � is a constant that may be found empirically�
and n and m are the bounds on the loops� The
user could provide this execution time formula to the
SmartNet database for this task on the given machine�
and the values of n and m could be given by the user
when the task is submitted to the scheduler� Smart�
Net uses interpolation and extrapolation algorithms
to extend rote learning of task execution times if ei�
ther the parameters or the function are missing or only
approximately correct�

The current version of SmartNet can account for
latency and bandwidth between remote sites of the
metacomputer� and also between the machines and a
�le server� Task priorities and data dependencies can
be enforced by the scheduler� A background load on
each machine and each network route can be consid�
ered when scheduling� however many complex network
and processor contention issues are not considered in
the current version� Although in many cases these net�
work contention e�ects are negligible� there are prob�
lem domains where these e�ects are signi�cant�

��� SmartNet Scheduling Algorithms
As shown in Figure �� neither load balancing nor

user directed assignment of resources may be as ef�
fective as a global scheduler for networks of heteroge�



neous machines� To most e�ectively schedule tasks on
a metacomputer� the SmartNet scheduling heuristics
all require estimates of the task execution times� and
in some cases additional information about commu�
nication� memory� and processor usage� Estimates of
task execution times are obtained through a combi�
nation of experiential information gathered automati�
cally from trial runs� and� optionally� by time complex�
ity equations �see Section ��� provided by the user�

In general� optimal multiprocessor scheduling is
NP�complete ���	� and hence SmartNet uses a variety
of scheduling algorithms to attempt to obtain near�
optimal schedules for di�erent problems� The algo�
rithms described below use a deterministic execu�
tion simulation ���	 which performs a deterministic
simulation of each task assuming the task execution
times are equal to their estimated average values� A
brief description of several of the SmartNet scheduling
algorithms follows�

Maxmin and Minmin Algorithms�
If all the tasks to schedule are independent and
compute intensive� then several of the algorithms
described in ���	 can be used� Speci�cally� al�
gorithms D and E in ���	 have been implemented
and are calledmaxmin andminmin algorithms�
respectively� Both have time complexities of
O�mn�� where m is the number of machines in
the metacomputer and n is the number of tasks
to schedule�

Both the maxmin and minmin algorithms con�
sider a hypothetical assignment of tasks to ma�
chines� projecting when a machine will become
idle based on the hypothetical assignment� Both
algorithms determine� for each unassigned task�
the earliest �minimum time the task can be com�
pleted given the projected idle times of each ma�
chine and the estimated execution time of the task
on each machine� The algorithms di�er in their
selection of which task to assign next given these
minimum �nish times� The maxmin algorithm
selects the task that will take the maximum time
to �nish� whereas the minmin algorithm selects
the task that could �nish in the minimum time�
Once selected� the task is assigned� the projected
machine idle time is updated� and the task is re�
moved from the set of unassigned tasks� The pro�
cess is repeated until all tasks are assigned�

A schedule for ���� tasks on a metacomputer
of ��� machines can be determined in less than
a minute using a typical workstation� Although
���	 shows pathological problems where the re�

sulting schedule length may be up to a factor ofm
worse than optimal� tests with environments such
as those described in Section � have indicated
that the schedule lengths are generally within
��� of optimal� Such tests were performed us�
ing simulations of small metacomputers and few
tasks in order to perform an exhaustive search for
an optimal schedule to be used for comparisons�
In addition� for large metacomputers with many
tasks� comparisons were possible against sched�
ule lengths that were provably shorter than the
optimal value ���	�

Dependency Algorithms�
The following algorithms compute schedules
when there are data dependencies between tasks�
Although these tend to be the most frequently
used SmartNet scheduling algorithms� a discus�
sion of their e�ectiveness is outside the scope
of this paper� A brief description is provided
for completeness� For the experiments described
in Section �� there are no dependencies between
tasks�

A Generational Algorithm�
This is a straightforward� cyclic method for
mapping a set of dependent tasks onto avail�
able machines� that provides comparatively
good schedules in a relatively short time ���	�
During each cycle� a limited part of the
scheduling problem is considered� Each task
that has not satis�ed all of its precedence
constraints is considered ineligible for exe�
cution� All ineligible tasks are �ltered out
of the scheduling problem� forming a new
smaller scheduling problem composed only
of those tasks immediately eligible for exe�
cution� An auxiliary scheduling algorithm
is then used to determine a schedule for the
non�precedence�constrained problem� Upon
detection of a rescheduling event� a new
precedence�constrained scheduling problem
is formed and the process repeats� One pos�
sible �indeed likely rescheduling event is the
completion of a previously scheduled task�

This generational algorithm is closely re�
lated to scheduling strategies such as Heavi�
est Node First scheduling ���	 and Mapping
Heuristic scheduling ��	� However this algo�
rithm di�ers from these schedulers in that
�� all eligible tasks are rescheduled at each
rescheduling event� and �� the algorithm is
designed to run dynamically as new task sets



are constantly added and completed�

A Clustering Algorithm�
A clustering algorithm ���	 is provided for
scheduling tasks with data dependencies
that only use a portion of the available pro�
cessing resources� For example� some tasks
may consistently use only ��� of the CPU
due to �le I�O operations� In such cases�
it is best to schedule several such tasks on a
single machine �provided the machine has an
operating system capable of multiprogram�
ming ��	� such as UNIX� In this case� the
scheduler ensures that the memory require�
ments of the concurrent tasks are within the
memory available on the machine� and that
the concurrent tasks do not exceed the avail�
able network bandwidth�

Other Techniques�
A variety of experimental scheduling algorithms
are also included in the current release of Smart�
Net� These include an algorithm using evolution�
ary programming ���	� and another using a com�
bination of genetic algorithms and simulated an�
nealing ���� ��	�

The added complexity of considering data dependen�
cies in both the generational and clustering algorithms
make these methods several times slower than the
maxmin and minmin algorithms�

� Simulation Results
��� Overview

It is di
cult to precisely evaluate the performance
of a scheduling algorithm for a metacomputer because
this is dependent on many factors� such as the dis�
tribution of task execution times and characteristics
of the metacomputer hardware� Tests using a spe�
ci�c metacomputer are not conclusive because the re�
sults are only valid for that metacomputer� Simulation
studies provide the ability to demonstrate the e�ec�
tiveness of a scheduling algorithm over a broad range
of conditions� although there is no generally accepted
set of benchmarks�

Although a large number of di�erent metacomput�
ers can be tested using simulation studies� there is
an issue with the accuracy of the simulation� This
section presents simulation studies where all tasks to
be run are known initially �batch processing� tasks
are independent� and network use is not signi�cant�
hence the need to accurately model speci�c features
of a metacomputer for accurate simulation results are
minimized� In addition� in this case� an assumption

of single�programming �i�e�� each machine executes a
single task at a time is appropriate to maximize the
performance of the metacomputer�

Two simulation studies will be presented where
a large number of randomly generated problems are
scheduled� Section ��� describes simulations that were
performed with results from the NAS parallel bench�
marks ���	 to model a metacomputer used in a typical
production environment� Section ��� presents simu�
lations that model a typical academic environment�
Section ��� evaluates the e�ect of variations in the
estimated task completion times for both the produc�
tion and academic environments� As described in Sec�
tion �� there are SmartNet schedulers that consider
communications between tasks� but the evaluation of
these algorithms is outside the scope of this paper�
The focus here is on demonstrating the bene�ts of con�
sidering heterogeneity in task scheduling� Additional
information about SmartNet can be found in ���	�

��� Simulating a Typical Production En�
vironment

In the production environment modeled here� it
is assumed that tasks tend to have long execution
times� This would be typical of� say� batch jobs run
overnight using a sizable metacomputer� To model
this case� random sets of task execution times and
machine speeds were generated using the NAS paral�
lel benchmarks ���	 as a template�

Speci�cally� ten machines were arbitrarily selected
from the NAS database and the execution times of
the eight NAS benchmarks on these machines �using
the class A data size were used� Table � shows the
selected machines� and Table � shows the correspond�
ing job execution times on each machine given in ���	�
Notice the signi�cant heterogeneity both in machine
speeds for the same job �across rows and job exe�
cution times for the same machine �across columns
shown in Table �� No single machine is fastest on all
the jobs� and the ratio of execution times on di�erent
machines is very much dependent on the job being
executed�

Each test problem modeled a network of �� ma�
chines with ��� tasks� The problems were randomly
generated from Tables � and � as follows� Each of
the �� machines was selected by randomly picking
one of the ten machines listed in Table � using a uni�
form distribution with replacement� Similarly� each of
the ��� tasks was selected to correspond to one of the
eight NAS jobs shown in Table �� A complete ������
matrix of execution times was then created using the
corresponding times in Table ��

For these tests the maxmin algorithm was used by



index Machine Processors
� HP�Convex Exemplar SPP���� ��
� CRAY C�� ��
� CRAY T�E ���
� CRAY Y�MP �
� DEC Alpha Server ���� ����� ���� MHz ��
� Fujitsu VPP��� ��
� IBM RS����� SP Thin�node� ��� MHz ���
� Intel Paragon MP �SunMos turbo ���
� Kendell Square KSR� ��
�� SGI Origin���� ���� MHz ��

Table �� The arbitrarily selected machines from the NAS database used to generate random test cases�

Machine
job � � � � � � � � � ��
EP ���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
MG ��� ���� ��� ���� NA ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
CG ��� ���� ��� ���� NA ���� ���� NA ��� ����
FT NA ���� ��� ���� NA ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
IS ���� ���� ��� ���� NA ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
LU NA ����� ��� ���� ����� ����� ���� NA ����� ����
SP ���� ����� ��� ���� ����� ���� ���� NA ����� ����
BT ���� ���� ��� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����

Table �� The execution times of each NAS job on the selected machines�



SmartNet� and both a load balancing algorithm and
a user directed assignment algorithm were used for
comparisons� The load balancing algorithm sched�
ules each task on the machine that becomes idle �rst�
Thus� load balancing considers machine availability�
but ignores heterogeneity issues� The user directed
assignment algorithm schedules each task on the ma�
chine that executes it fastest� Thus� user directed as�
signment considers heterogeneity� but ignores machine
availability issues� The SmartNet maxmin algorithm�
described in Section ���� considers both heterogeneity
and machine availability�

Figure � shows the distribution of the ratio of the
schedule length from the load balancing algorithm
over the SmartNet schedule length for ���� test prob�
lems� On average� the SmartNet schedule length is ��
times shorter than the load balance schedule length�
Figure � shows the distribution of the ratio of the
schedule length from the user directed assignment
algorithm over the schedule length from SmartNet
for ���� test problems� On average� SmartNet per�
forms two times better than the algorithm simulating
user assignment�

��� Simulating a Typical Academic Envi�
ronment

It has been shown ���	 that the execution times of
tasks are distributed exponentially in typical academic
environments� This is quite di�erent than the distri�
bution of task execution times used in Section ����
which modeled a typical production environment us�
ing the NAS benchmarks� A similar series of tests
as described in Section ��� were performed where this
exponential distribution was used rather than the dis�
tribution based on the NAS benchmarks� Again� a
batch submission of tasks is assumed�

Speci�cally� task execution times were randomly se�
lected using an exponential distribution with a mini�
mum of �� and a mean of ����� The results of ����
samples from this distribution is shown in Figure ��
To provide some heterogeneity in the network� it was
assumed that all machines had identical architectures
but some were faster than others� Unlike the NAS
case described in Section ���� the faster machines run
all tasks faster than slower machines� The relative
speeds of each of the �� machines on the network were
determined by randomly drawing from an exponential
distribution with a minimum of � and a mean of ��

It was found that the minmin algorithm was su�
perior to the maxmin algorithm for this environment�
and hence SmartNet was run using the minmin algo�
rithm to schedule the tasks� Figure � shows the dis�
tribution of the ratio of the schedule length from the

load balancing algorithm over the SmartNet schedule
length for ���� test problems� On average� the Smart�
Net schedule length is ��� times shorter than the load
balance schedule length for this environment� Figure �
shows the distribution of the ratio of the schedule
length from the user directed assignment algorithm
over the schedule length from SmartNet for ���� test
problems� On average� the SmartNet schedule length
is ��� times shorter than the user assignment schedule
length for this environment�

��� The E�ects of Variations in Actual
Task Execution Times on SmartNet
Scheduling

The test results described in Sections ��� and ��� as�
sume that the execution times of all the tasks on each
machine were known prior to actually executing these
tasks� The technique of load balancing is dynamic in
that such information is not needed by the algorithm�
When a task �nally �nishes� the machine on which
it was running becomes idle and the next task in the
queue can be started on that machine� In contrast� all
the SmartNet schedulers assign all tasks to machines
prior to the execution of any of these tasks�

To determine the sensitivity of the SmartNet sched�
ulers to inaccurate estimates of task execution times�
the tests described above were repeated with random
noise added to the estimated task execution times�
Speci�cally� after the SmartNet scheduler had deter�
mined the assignment of tasks to machines� the actual
execution time of each task was determined by draw�
ing a random time from a normal distribution with
a mean of the estimated task execution time and a
standard deviation a percent of the estimated task ex�
ecution time� The load balancing algorithm used this
actual task execution time rather than the estimated
time used by the SmartNet scheduler�

Figure � shows a gradual increase in the load bal�
ance schedule length that results from adding random
noise in this fashion to the task execution times� Al�
though the average task execution time is not changed
by adding this noise� the maximum execution time
does increase� Because the load balancing scheduler
occasionally assigns a task to the machine with one
of these worst case times� and these bad assignments
tend to dominate the schedule length� the schedule
length can be seen in Figure � to increase as the noise
level increases�

Figures � and � compare this dynamic load bal�
ancing schedule length with the SmartNet schedule
length� Because the SmartNet schedulers consider het�
erogeneity� they are seen to be no more sensitive than a
dynamic load balancing scheduler to this type of noise



Figure �� A comparison of the performance of a SmartNet scheduler to a load balancing scheduler using ����
random problems modeling a typical production environment�

Figure �� A comparison of the performance of a SmartNet scheduler to a scheduler simulating user directed
assignment in a typical production environment�



Figure �� The distribution of task execution times used to simulate a typical academic environment� The results
of ���� random samples are shown�

Figure �� A comparison of the performance of a SmartNet scheduler to a load balancing scheduler using ����
random problems modeling a typical academic environment with little heterogeneity�



Figure �� A comparison of the performance of a SmartNet scheduler to a scheduler simulating user directed
assignment using ���� random problems modeling a typical academic environment with little heterogeneity�
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Figure �� The performance of a dynamic load balancing scheduler when random noise is added to the task
execution times� Each data point represents ��� random problems�



in the estimated task execution times� In fact� Fig�
ure � shows that the SmartNet scheduler is actually
slightly better than the dynamic load balancing sched�
uler as the noise level is increased in this production
environment�

� The Future of Metacomputer
Scheduling

Although an optimal solution to the task scheduling
problem for a metacomputer is intractable� there are a
number of polynomial time heuristic algorithms that
provide solutions that are signi�cantly better than
merely balancing the load on all machines� or specify�
ing a �xed assignment of tasks to machines� Section �
presented several demonstrations of such an improve�
ment in the simple case of tasks with no data depen�
dencies or communication delays� Experiments using
SmartNet to schedule problems where data dependen�
cies and communication delays are included show that
the improvements in the schedule length similar to
those shown in Sections ��� and ��� is achieved� due to
the bene�t of scheduling tasks on the machines that
run them best� Additional studies using SmartNet
for scheduling tasks with data dependencies are doc�
umented in ���	�

The SmartNet system has been operational since
���� and is in its eighth release� Each release has
signi�cantly improved its ability to accurately model
real�world computing environments� The develop�
ment team has a Software Engineering Institute �SEI
level � rating� indicating the maturity and stability of
the software� The system has been used for a variety
of DARPA sponsored projects� as well as at the NIH�
and is being tested for use at NASA� Section � has
brie�y outlined the current capabilities of the system�
Future releases are planned to better account for net�
works and multiprogrammed machines� Speci�cally�

Network Routing�
A metacomputer can include numerous machines
on several networks� Future versions of Smart�
Net are planned to better account for communi�
cation delays between tasks with data dependen�
cies when tasks are scheduled on machines that
require this communication to occur over several
networks� Scheduling considering the contention
e�ects of complex network routing has been a sec�
ondary concern due to increasing network speeds
and the compute intensive nature of the applica�
tions that have been studied�

Resource Contention�
In many cases� it is appropriate to assume that a

task controls a percentage of a resource through�
out its entire execution time� Provided this por�
tion of the resource is available� the task execution
time is not a�ected by other tasks using other por�
tions of the resource� This is the model used in
the current SmartNet release� However it is also
common that resources are shared among tasks�
and such sharing causes the task execution times
to be extended� This e�ect has been called inter�
ference in ���	 and slowdown in ���	� Future
releases of SmartNet will consider the e�ects of
resource sharing on the execution time of tasks�

Optimization Criteria�
As described in Section �� the SmartNet sched�
ulers all attempt to minimize the schedule length�
In some cases� notably for highly interactive envi�
ronments� minimizing the average task �nish time
may be a more appropriate optimization criteria�
It is planned that future releases of SmartNet will
include schedulers that minimize this average task
�nish time �called �ow time in ��	�

� Conclusions
It has been shown in several cases that scheduling

tasks considering both the machine availabilities and
the heterogeneity of the machines in a metacomputer
can increase the metacomputer performance� The ob�
jective of such scheduling is to minimize the total time
users must wait for their tasks to �nish�

Many scheduling approaches have been based on
load balancing� which minimizes the idle time of the
machines on the network rather than the idle time of
the users of the network� In networks of homogeneous
machines� the idle time of users can be minimized by
minimizing the idle time of the machines� This is not
the case in networks of heterogeneous machines� The
schedulers used in the SmartNet system account for
the heterogeneity of both the network machines and
the user tasks� There are many factors that may create
heterogeneity in what would appear to be a network
of homogeneous machines� such as memory size di�er�
ences between machines� network di�erences� or even
di�erences in background loads�

The bene�ts of a global� centralized scheduler such
as SmartNet diminish as the number of machines in
the metacomputer grows large� due both to the time
delays of the scheduling process itself� and to the as�
sociated increase in network tra
c to and from the
centralized scheduler� However� the simulation results
described in Section � demonstrate conditions where
a global scheduler like SmartNet is bene�cial� For a
metacomputer that covers the machines accessible to
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Figure �� A comparison of the performance of a SmartNet scheduler to a load balancing scheduler when the
estimated task execution times are not accurate� Each data point represents ��� random problems based on the
NAS benchmarks�
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Figure �� A comparison of the performance of a SmartNet scheduler to a load balancing scheduler when the
estimated task execution times are not accurate� Each data point represents ��� random problems modeling a
typical academic environment with little heterogeneity�



a typical department at a university� or a corporation�
such global control is manageable� However� problems
with scale clearly arise as the size of the metacom�
puter grows large ���	� Other tests� not described in
this paper� indicate that the performance bene�ts of a
global scheduler are still possible with metacomputers
of several hundred machines when the task execution
times are su
ciently long� For larger metacomputers�
a hierarchy of SmartNet schedulers is currently being
investigated�

Unlike many of the systems mentioned in Section ��
SmartNet does not constrain the user to a particular
programming language� nor does it require the con�
struction of special wrapper code for legacy programs�
For best results� users need only provide a description
of the time complexity of their tasks� and there are
many tools that can help provide this information� By
coordinating the execution time of user tasks� consid�
ering both machine availability and heterogeneity� the
performance of a metacomputer may be substantially
improved�
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